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2 percent·turnout
mars·SG elections
by Caryn Adrian
Future news

Two percent of UCF' s student body
voted in this week's student senate
election, which resulted in two run-off
elections to be held Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Voter turnout, like the candidate
turnout, was the lowest in recent
history-only 304 ballots were cast. Of
the 42 senate seats, 32 candidates
were elected without opposition.
Cindy Spraker and Deborah
Adams; who captured 40 and 28
votes, will compete in ne~! -~ee~' s

run-off election for Arts and Sciences
seat 2. A run-off election is necessary
because Spraker failed to capture the
required 55 percent of the vote.
In the race for College of .Business
seat 7, write-in candidates Mitzi Schmidt and Wayne Hall tied with four ·
votes each. They Will also be forced to
participate in the run-off election.
At-large candidates Mark Geary,
seat 1, and write-in candidate Kim
Sue Veroski, seat 4, both defeated
their opponents with more than 55 ·
percent of the vote.
Jim Turner edged out opponent
Ralph Stringlain for Arts and ScienElections, page 7

·UCF community objects
to some PEPC proposals
regional needs for baccalaureate
by Katrina Kersey
Future news

A Westinghouse of_ficial, university
President Trevor Colbourn and the
student senate are all -troubled by a
state commission's proposal that
would limit future UCF doctoral
programs.
The Postsecondary Education
Planning Commission, an advisory
group to the governor, recommended
that UCF orient itself toward meeting

•

~

~d

master's education and sharply limit .
its doctoral programs.
In response, the student senate
unanimously approved a resolution '
recommending that the PEPC
"redirect itself to meeting the
educational needs of the Central
Florida community.''
·Sen. David Kiser, who introduced the measuie, s'a1d -the purpose of the resolution is the "let them
(PEPC) know the students are aware
and concerned'' about the plan. ·
·The PEPC's plan was presented to ,
area industrial representatives at a
Sept. 9 hearing at Valencia Community College, which was attended·
by student body President Tico Perez.
Perez objected to the commission's
proposal to index tuition rates to the
' state general revenue appropriation
and to limit doctoral programs to four
·"flagship universities" (University of
PEPC,pa'.ge7

Birthd,a y birdie

Eileen Somelson/Future

Cathy Smith, of Kappa Delta sorariiy, received a birthday ·
greeting. W~esday from the distinguished Sesame Street celebrity.

Panhellenic Council advocates .Derby boycott
~y Deborah L. Horton
Future news

UCF sororities announced plans to
boycott Derby Week, scheduled for
. Oct. 4-9, after Sigma Chi fraternity
violated a "gentleman's agreement"
concerning little sister bids, according
to Debbie I_teardon, Panhellenic
president.
The lnterfraternity Council had
promised sororities. that the fraternities would not give out little sister
bids until after sorority rush, Reardon
said.
Sigma Chi allegedly broke t~e
. agreement by passing out some little
sister bids before sorority rush, but
Tim Egan, the fraternity's president,
. said it was a misunderstanding.
"Our rush chairman who had been
IFC rush meetings told me
attending
Eileen Somelson/Future
that when it was brought up this year
by IFC it was done very casually and
Practically
everyone
and just kind of brushed over lightly,"
everything turned out for the annual Egan said. "He didn't understand the
UCF art show held this week on the full impact of it."
Although the agreement was
SC Green.

·E.·T. hom.e ma.de

stressed last year, "it completely slipped my mind when the bids were
being discusse9. He (the rush chairman) didn't t~ it was that important," Egan said.
O.J . . Triana, Sigma Chi's derby
chairman, said all the women who
were given bids were acquain~ with
Sigma Chi before the term began. The
fraternity didn't want the little sister
bids to' affect -any of the women's
decisions to join a sorority, Triana
said. "We encouraged them to go
.
ahead and go through rush;''
Even though Sigma Chi's mistake
did not prevent any women from
going through sorority rush, Reardon
said the action had the potential for
harm. .
"If all the frats did that, there's the
potential that we may not have
women going through sorority rush,"
she said.
Triana said he understands the
sororities' position, but he questions
why such severity has been taken.
''The main reason we decided we
weren't going to participate was

because we needed their support for
our sorority rush arid t-hey needed our
support for derby, their largest
project of the year,'-' Reardon said.
'.' We didn't receive their support so
we're riot going to give our .support."
But Egan noted that the proceeds
from Derby Week are donated to the
American Cancer Society.
"As much as i hate to say it, I
would rather see all the sororities
boycott our socials than single out a
. service-oriented project," Egan said.
In the past, Derby Week has been a
competition between sororities, which
host such activities as aluminum
drives, skits, athletic events and contests.
.
"Normally Derby Week is one of
our criteria for awards at the ·
Panhellenic banquet,'' Reardon said.
An overall winner is -chosen from
among the sororities, based on participation, spirit, service points and
~thletic events. Now, ~he awards
committee must decide ., if other
Derby, page 4
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AtA Clance
IRS offers work
The Internal Revenue Service needs sophomore, junior
and senior students in all majors to work cooperative
education assignments in the spring semester. Starting pay
$5 to $6 per hour. Assignment locations vary throughout
Florida. The IRS will hold on-campus interviews for these
positions on Nov.18. Interested stude~ts should contact
· the·co-op program or pick up referral forms in ADM. 124.

50

Orlando
Connection
Plaza.

Cuttan's

E-W Expressway

Pre-register today for benefit run

(305) '273_0973 ·

UCF students, faculty and staff-who plan to Pll!"ticipate m.
the Oct .. 2 "Run for the Kids" may preregister today at the
ticket agency·in the Bookstore. Proceeds from the run will
benefit the Threshold School for severely dysfunctional
children.

· Interview techniques presented
ATARI '400/800's

Jll
ATARI i
!Iii

Mr. James Walker, a partner with Ernst and Whinney
of Orlando, will speak about "the all important campus
interview" before the Student Accounting Society and Beta
Alpha Psi on Thursday at noon in ED 125. All interested
students and faculty are invited to attend.

•

Respiratory offices expand
The respiratory therapy program has outgrown its office
facilities in the Biology Building and has added new
portable office space D:t trailer 520, x2491. .
Faculty members Sharon Douglass, Tim Worrell, Dale
Johnson and Dr. Dan Crittenden have moved into the new
offices along with their secretaries, Jo Anne Wing and
Lirida Loental. Adjunct professors, Dr. Hazel Hogan and
Dr. Susan Mitchell-Melancon, will also share space in the
new facility.
· Respiratory T~erapy Program Director, Steve Lytle, his
secr~tary Ruth Chalfant and Dr. Louis Ancierno continue to
occupy the office in BL 103, x2214.

Wrancher is featured soloist

AN ENTIRE .WAREHOUSE CONSISTING OF
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S JEANS, CORDS,
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$8.00 $3.SO
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UCF soprano Elizabeth Wrancher will be the featured
soloist in an appearance Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
concert series of the First Baptist Church of Winter Park,
and again at 2 p.m. on Oct 24 at the Valencia Community
College East Campus. Wrancher is an associate professor of
voice and opera at UCF.

Real estate courses
The UCF Real Estate Institute will offer an evening,
weekend course in Daytona Beach for the first time this fall.
The 3¥2 week course for prospective salespersons begins
Oct. 19 at the UCF Daytona Beach campus, 214 S. Clyde
Morris Blvd.
Classes will meet from 6 to 10 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, and from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.
Tuition is $95 and includes required tex~books ..
For more information about the course call x2126.

Jewish social group f o~mfug
Any students who are interested in becoming members of

I

a new Jewish Students' Social group which is being formed

!

on campus are urged to contact Pam at 678-0723.

. Florida nurses quiz candidates
The Florida Nurses Association, district eight, is
sponsoring a bipartisan candidates' forum on Tuesday at
.the American Red Cross building, 5 N. Bumby Ave., from 7
to 10p.m.
Candidates for state and national offices will be there to
address the health issues facing Central Floridians.
Everyone is welcome to attend. There is no charge, and
refreshments will be served. For further information,
contact Deborah Cusick 423-34 74.

.
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. ME DAY KODACOLOR
FILM PROCESSED

· By Owning Your Own Telephone
Back To School S ecial!
---------

We've Got ·The Best Deal .
ITJ Town On Kodak Film! .

We Guarantee It!
.
Hurry In! This Is A Limited Offer To Our
Ffrst 1,000 Customers.
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.Grygier wins Ait Force ROTC award DerbY--frompage

1

criteria will be set for the awards,

Reardon said.
Despite the controversy, Sigma Chi
$142,959 in transportation and labor costs.
by Deborah Panitt
Grygier said that if .more repairs were allowed at the still plans to hold Derby W~k
base level, the Air Force would save even more money. .sometime in mid-November. Triana
A cadet in UCF's Air Force ROTC program received a He has submitted another suggestion concerning part said they will probably open Derby
$1,245 cash award for his money-saving suggestion canrepairs which he believes will earn him a second award. . Week to the entire campus. Although
cerning computer repairs.
Grygier works as a teacher's assistant to Dr. Frank the Panhellenic Council is asking
Bru~ Grygier, 26, a flight commander in the Air Force Sammer, a professor of electrical engineering. He is also a
sororities not to participate, Reardon
ROTC and a staff seargent in ·the reserves, received his water safety instructor and master scuba diver.
said sorority members may still paraward on June 17, w.hile stationed at Homestead Air
Grygier, who says he joined the Air Force to get an ticipate as unsponsored individuals if
. Force Base.
edueation, will graduate in April with a degree in electhey choose.
Grygier discovered a way to repair the shell. of a · trical engineering technology. He will then be sent to I Since there will now be more groups
ballistics computer chassis at the squadron maintenance Mathers Air Force Base in California to be trained as a participating, .Triana said Derby
leveL instead of sending the part to the main Air Force navigator. Grygier says he plans to make the Air Force Week may have better sponsorship
depot for repairs. As a· result, he saved the Air Force his career and hopes to become a fighter pilot.
and may make a better profit than
previously planned.
1

College Bowl to be the UCF battle of the brains
-

.

.

. '-·-

'

The competition, which was posed of students with different
originally slated to begin this Mon- major~ and diversified backgrounds.
day, has been moved back to avoid a
·The rivalries can be just as intense, conflict with Derby Week. "We also
"The good teams
have one
the uniforms ·sometimes as colorful wanted to give everyone a chance to ·member with an understanding _in
and the competition nearly as tough recuperate from rush week,' ' Franzese math, another in history, one .steeped
as any fall ~port.
in literature and so on . .It's important
said.
to have specialists in various areas on
But this is no ordinary test of
Teams taking part in · the College a team, '' Franzese said.
physical endurance, played on field or
court with sweating bodies and grun- Bowl are made up of four players ~d
ting participants. This is a meeting of three alternates who are pitted again- · Winners of the local competition are
the intellects, or as Student Center st each other in a double elimination sent on to a regional tournament with
program director Paul Franzese puts tournament. Question packets for the hopes of making the nationals.
In the past, UCF has sent teams to
bowl are purchased by UCF from the
it, "the varsity sport of the mind."
the regionals, but last year's team
Association of College Unions InterThe annual battle of the · brains, national. A match between two teams didn't go, according to Franzese.
UCF' s College Bowl Competition, usually lasts about half an hour.
kicks off Monday at 6 p.m. in the
Because of the varied subject mat"They, had to bow out because their
University Club and continues
through Sept. 29. The tournament ter of the questions, Franzese says best players couldn't make the comsuccessful teams are usu~y com- petition," he said.
will resume Oct. 4 to 6.
by David Wersinger
Future news

~

Franzese said that. different teams
approach the competition in various
ways. "Some teams, like th~ Geezers-a team composed entirely of graQ.uate
students-take. the bowl
very
seriously. Others come out just to enjoy themselves. We've had teams
compete dressed in togas and as
Blues Brothers look-alikes," he said.
The favorite to win this year's Bowl
. is anyone's guess. "With as many as
four teams competing from one
organization, it's hard to make an
early pick," he said. ·
Any team wishing to take part in
this year's competition can call Franzese at x-2611 before Monday or drop
by the Student Center main desk
between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. The
registration fee is $10.

CHART YOUR OWN COURSE
After comm1ss1omng, your
-top-notch training will continue
at Mather Air Force Base near
Sacramento, ·where Air Force
navigators are trained ·in the
ultra-modern T-43 jet aircraft.
Following 33 weeks .of intensive training, you'll be awarded
the silver wings of an Air Force
navigator. From there on, the ·
sky's the li!i!it. ·
Find out about AFROTC and
the navigator program. Chart a
secure future for yourself.

You can't ask for better
navigator training than you can
get from the United States Air
Force. And you can't be better
prepared to chart your own
course for the future than
through Air Force ROTC. ·
If you're a young person whq
can qualify for navigator train· ·
ing, you've got a good start. You
can also compete for a scholar· .
ship that will. provide financial
assistance while you work on
your degree.

ROTC

Gateway to a great way of life.

Contact: Floyd V. Kimberly. Colonel, USAF
Professor of Aerospace Studies
· Humanities & Fine Arts Building, Room 214
University of Central Florida
(305) 275-2264

------------------~

RADIO SPECIALS THIS WEEK

CF
FM
89.9

This Afternoon, 3:50PM, UCFWomen's Soccer at Univ. of St. Louis
Tomorrow Afternoon, l:OOPM, UCF Football at Virginia Military Inst.
• Tomorrow Afternoon, During Football, "Live" Updates of Women's
Soccer
Sunday Afternoon, Time TBA, UCF Women's Soccer at Univ. of St.
Louis
Monday Afternoon, UCF Men's Soccer vs. ·s t. f:.eo, 3:45PM
Sunday, ll:OOAM, Cleveland Orchestra Pops
Sunday, 12:00noon, Broadway at Show Time, "SHENENDOAH"
Sunday, 4:00-6:00PM, Golden Era of the Big Bands
Sunday, 6:00-S:OOPM, Prime Time Jazz
Sunday, 8:00-lO:OOPM, The Golden Oldies Show, with Dave
Westerman
Sunday, 11 :OOPM-1 :OOAM, New Wave with Mike Mangan
Wednesday, 11 :OOPM-l:OOAM, Hot Wax with Mike Zerek
Mondaythru Friday~ 12:00noon-l:OOPM, University Magazine
•funded by Red Lobster Inns of America

...

r ...

.
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Language usage clarified
by Andrea O'Mally
Features editor

As one who glories in the precision
of the language. T do my hP~t to stay
well read on English usage. Guides
and commentaries from skilled
writers are usually the best sources
for English · usage, and are
enlightening if not quite entertaining.
Following are excerpts from three
of my favorite books on usage which
communicate correct expression <;>f
the language best by giving exampl~s
of misusage. The books mentioned
here are good reading for any writer,
whether he be one of fiction, of nonfiction, of technical informationanything.
In his book, "A Careful Writer,"
(American Book-Stratford Press,
1977), the editor of Time magazine
Theodore M. Bernstein writes about
fad words:
"Not long ago members of the New
York State Legislature (of all people)
rebelled at Governor Rockefeller's
repeated·use of task force to describe
his special study groups.

Every cominittee, panel or investigative body appointed Reemed to
be designated a task force. The use
was symptomatic of a present day
desire for supercharged writing, in
which writ.ers pounce upon any piece
of jargon they can find ·in specialized
fields and convertit into a fad word .
Thus, nothing is 'increased or accelerated · or intensified any more; it
is stepped up. Noth!·:,g is rlet<::ioo: it
is spelled out, Nothing is gradUally
reduced; it is phased out. Skill is no
longer skill; it is know-how. Now,
there is nothing wrong with an occasional use of such a term when it
fits the context. What is wrong is
pt.~ppering pages with such words.
Ann what is particularly objectionable is a thoughtless, inapp:-opr, _. use, as in a news story that
begins: A crash program to assist the
New Haven Railroad wa~ announced
yesterday. If there's anything a
railroad does not need, it's a crash
program.
And about synonym usage:
"A momologophobe · (you won't
find it in the dictionary) is a writer

who would rather walk naked in front view of the. receiver. It's either free, or
of Saks Fifth Avenue than be caught it is a gift: it is never ~ free gift.
using the same word more than once "I seem to be taking apart the work of
in three lines.. What he suffers from is the advertising copywriter; the target
synonymo~ (you won't find that is inviting, but some of the most
one, either), which is a compulsion to . careful English is used in advertising
call a spade successively a garden im· copy. Many copywriters are un·
plement and an earth-turning tool."
necessarily self·conscious about their
William Safi.re of the New York commercial craft-indeed, they should
Times writes in his book, ''On be prouder of their contribution to
vivid and persuasive language. .
Language" (Times Books, 1980):
"Bank advertising has begun to give
"Consider the Main Highway Safety
me withdrawal symptoms.
Committee, concerned about the
'"Free Gifts Galore and a Whole Lot nwnber of children ·maimed in auto
More From Citibank' offers the outfit accidents because seat belts were not
that used to call itself The First fastened. The committee's adman
National City Bank of New York adopted a zingy slogan that has been
before imageers went on a diet of going the rounds in the safety dodge:
short'nin' bread.
'Have you belted your kid todayJ' "
'"Free' gifts? What other kinds of gifts
Edwin Newman, famed NBC news
are there? Like lions, gifts are ety- commentator, writes these gems in
mologically born free. When it of·
his book, A Civil Tongue (Bobbs·
fers 'a dazzling array of free gifts,' Merrill Company, Inc., 1975), under
Citibank is either hinting that the the chapter heading "A Fatal Slaying
competition L 1ftAri .1 ~gifts that are oftheVeryWorstKind":
sneakily unfree, or is :naking a redun''It is typical of American English
dant deposit in its word account. It that enough is almost never enough.
is possible for gifts i.u .1e described as Is there a famine? No there are famine
'costly' but never from th~ point of conditions. Are there kinds of molecules, or ice cream, or postcards, or
whatever they may be? No, there are
different kinds. Is it the hottest
Easter Sunday we've ever had? It is
the hottest Easter Sunday we've ever
had, regardless of date. When House
Speaker Carl Albert announced that
he would retire at the end of 1976, was
Thomas O'Neill of Massachusetts the
heir apparent? Not at all. ' According
Below the surface-stream,
to United Press International, he was
shallow and light,
the apparent heir apparent. Does JimOf what we say we feelmy Carter's pollster, Patrick Caddell,
there flows
give his client, Saudi Arabia, infor- With noiseless current strong, mation in confidence? He would
rather speak of 'the confidentiality of
obscure and deep,
my
client situation.' Is there an urban
The central stream of
crisis? No, said Morris Udall on April
what we feel indeed.
17, 1976, there is an urban crisis
situation."
/
1
Matthew Arnold
As you can see, learning about
English usage from these masters is
helpful and entertaining--also less
embarrassing.

Below the
surface-stream,
shallow and light

•

Photos by ·
Pam Gimson

Vandals are
responsible
for damage
by Deborah Horton
Future News

Students caught vandalizing dorm
property are paying for their
mistakes, according to UCF Housing
Director Chris McCray.
Three fire extinguishers were
broken into two weeks ago on the
fourth floor of Orange Hall, resulting
in a loss of fire protection and
damaged carpeting.
"We have a very good idea who did
it and those students will be seeing
the university safety officer. We're
going to give them an opportunity to
]earn from their experiences first,"
McCray said. '!he gullty students will
have to pay to have the fire ex·
tinguishers refilled and to have the
carpet cleaned. McCray said if a
professional cleaner cannot clean the
carpet, it will be replaced.
Student vandals have also damaged
ceiling tiles. '_'We caught one student
and he has to pay for destroying ten
tiles,'' McCray said. A maintenance ·
worker said the tiles cost about five
Vandalism, page 16
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Economists
debate new
federalism

Kennedy resigns post
by Christine Dove
Future news

Dr. ·Henry Kennedy will resign as
UCF's representative to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association at the
end of the Fall semester.
Kennedy has served as t4e NCAA
. representative for three years. He said
representatives usually serve for
three or four years.

"In addition to his duties with the
NCAA,
Kennedy
currently is
teaching two classes in political science, although he said he would like to
return to teaching three classes per
semester. Kennedy said he also wants
to research Canadian government.
As the NCAA representative, Kennedy serves as the chairman of the.
university's Athletics Committee.

by Katrina Kersey
Future news

,Dr. Henry Kennedy

lntrahall Council elects members
by Deborah Horton·
Future news

Dormitory residents last week
selected a group of their peers to
represent them as members of the Intrahall Council.
Each dorm will have a president,
vice
president,
s~retary
and
treasurer, all of whom will plan dorm
activities.
Each dorm president will be a
representative in the Interhall Coun.cil. This council will elect a president
· from among dorm residents who are
not already part of the lntrahall
Council. Bob KOclzis, a resident ad-·
viser in Brevard Hall, said the lnterhall Council is "more or less the
student voice to the administration.''
Dave Adams, summer lnterhall
Council president,. said that council
will also have. an adviser, who will he
the area administrator. The university is in the process of selectfug the ·
area administrator, who will be a per, son living on campus with a master's
degree in counseling, Adams said.
In the past, the lnterhall Council

has initiated projects such as reVising
the single room poUcy, providing car
wash facilities and supplies for dorm
students, and offering movies in the
Commons Building.
Funding for the Interhall Council
comes ·from refrigerator rentals, laundry machine proceeds and dorm
student activity fees.
Newly-elected members of the lntrahall Council are: Brevard Hall Mike Holden, Gert Garman, Kara

Wolking and Pam Johnson; Lake Hall
- Kim Sue Veroski, Kathleen Johnson,
Jean Buhler and Renee Goodridge;
Orange Hall - Paul Kadanec, Chris
Drewry, Angela Snyder and Lori
Smith; Seminole Hall - W il Shaffner,
Wendy Hailles, Tracy Clark and
Karin Porter; Osceola Hall -· Rob
Wolf, Dave · Durrenbaker and Gary
Ossinsky; Volusia Hall - Rita Fately
and Heidi Lanchaster. Polk Hall has
not yet held its elections .

Sinkhole Institute created

by Linda Loental
Future news

The Florida Sinkhole Research Institute at UCF was created Sept. I , after year-long efforts by business and
professional leaders and Jflorida Insurance Commissioner Bill Gunter.
"The ultimate goal of the institute
is to improve our ability to diminish
and control damage ·a nd losses suffered from Florida's growing sinkhole
peril," Gene Lent, chairman of the
lnstitute's Advisory Board, said.

The Institute's first task will be
data gathering. It will be working to
amass data relating to sinkhole activity, conditions, incidence and
locations; More than 200 sinkholes
formed in Florida in 1981.
The institute's operating costs for
the first year are estimated at
$175,000. The sinkhole institute will
get its major funding from private industries and . businesses. Most of the
$60,000 pledged thus far has come
from insurance companies.

More than 100 people turned out to
hear top economists debate the "New
Federalism" Friday in the Administration Building.
The participants were Dr. ~y
Marshall, former Secretary of. Labor
under Jimmy Carter, and Dr. Gordon·
. Tullock, head of the Center for the
Study of Public .Choice at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State
University.
Marshall, a professor of economics
and public affairs, is president of .the
National
Policy
Exchange
in
Washingto, D.C. and a member of the
Economic Policy Council's Steering
Committee. UCF's Dr. Mary Joyce,
coordinator of the event, described
Marchall as a liberal economist who
favors the -decentralization of government.
Tullock is a past president of the
Southern Economic Ass0<;iation.
During his career with the Foreign
Service, Tullock was a vice-consul at
Tientisin, China, a member of the
Consulate General in Hong Kong, and
an embassy official in Korea.
Joyce described Tullock as.a "fiscal
conservative."
Joyce said it was a "heated
debate," although both participants
agreed on the basic need for decentralizing government. ·
Debate, page 19

GAY COMMUNITY BAR

375 South Bumby Ave.,
· ~rlanda, Fla. (305) 894-1~ ·

DAILY COCKTAIL HOUR 2-7 P.M.
SUNDAY TEA DANCE 4-9 P.M.
FANNIE F ARKLE 'S TEAGARDEN
FEATURING ... FOOD-·DRINKS
SHOWROOM AND DISCO ·
featurin ...
TOPDANCESOUNDSOFTODAY
SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

. ;'

WILD WEDNESDAY
25 CENT WELL DRINKS
$1 JUICE DRINKS
$1 CALL BRANDS
$1 CAN BEER OR WINE
FREE PIZZA

DANCE TO THE NEW SOUNDS
WITH D.J. KEN NOACK
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Florida, Florida State University, that they shouldn't relocate in Central
University of South Florida and .Florida.
University of Miami.)
Since the document is being
developed as a reference point for the
The tuition rate index would Board of Regents and the Legislature,
"seriously increase the cost of it could also complicate.efforts for fureducation, and begin to promote th~ development at UCF, Colbourn
.
inequality and elitism in the univer- · said.
sity system," Perez said.
Roger Pynn, community relations
manager of the steam turbine division
of the Westirighouse · Electric CorColbourn said· he was ''very poration, said UCF was "the single
distressed that the commission's most important factor" in his comreport chose to ignore Central Florirui pany's decision to relocate to Orlaiido.
as a region" and its university. He Central Florida needs "a university
said he found the report "troubling" which can adapt to and meet the
since businesses thinking about needs of a growing high-tech business
relocating to this area would read the community," Pynn said.
report, see there was no ~portant
''To restrict the area by limiting its
state university here, ' and conclude university's potential to meet post-

secondary needs is to restrict the entire state's ability to attract new and
profitable industry," h~ said.
Karen Jerkins, a press · aide in
Governor Bob Graham's office, said
the governor has ''reviewed the major
portion" of the report and has "made
s~me comments." But since the

Elections--~-----frompagei.
ces seat 11, with more than 55 percent charter.
of the vote.
Rotter also faced impeachment
Rob Rotter, another write-in can- charges for ·failure to follow proper
didate, secured education seat 3.
budgeting procedures. He escaped
Rotter, a former senator from the expulsion by one v.ote.
South Orlando campus, lost his · According to Nancy .Stir~g, a ·
senate seat during the 'last senate · member of the senate elections comsession after former student body mittee, several candidates may be
President George Chandler revoked disqualified for failing to submit their~Qth Orlando's student government campaign expenditure forms.

. ,Pl~ . IMPO~ED BEER•

....&f\

DRAFT BEER•WINE

, YICt

,\~'

MONDAY

Heineken Night
$1.00 Bottle

ALso·...
Ladies Night
St. Pauli.Girl $1.00
Wine60¢

SANDWICHES
THURSDAY

Monday Night NON-Football
Busch $2.50 Pitcher
25¢HotDogs

TUESDAY

report is only a draft, it must he submitted in final form before the governor and his cabinet can make a final
approval.
According to Michael Armstrong, a
policy analyst for · the commission,
PEPC plans to submit the plan in tts
final form in November.

SATURDAY
Happy Hour - College Football
11 AM to 7PM
25¢HotDogs

Newest Video Games
Wide Screen Cable TV
Pool Tables

SUNDAY

.:"f7

WEDNESDAY
Stroh's Night
75¢ Per Bottle

HappyHour12noon~l7

Busch $2.50 Pitcher

Right Across from UCF on Alafaya Trail

273-2461

P.A.C. PRESENTS

COLLEGE
BOWL
•

GAME NIGHT
FRIDAYOCT. l

Sept. 27, 28, 29
9ct. 4, 5, 6
6:00-10:00 .
University Dining Room

10:00PM-5:00AM
SC GAME ROOM

FREE REFRESHMENTS

B ILLIARDS .
F R E E TABLE ,...,,_,
J. .t!iNNIS,

For More Info Call 275-2611

.

Thea~lmovi~s_'.l~~~OcentsfprStud~nt_
Student 'Center
Cinenia
~·$1.50forNon-Studen7s~
-

for more.information call the SC at 275-2611.
I

--

.

SC
. .

.

CARD AND BOARD 'GAMES

n· .

rrrf;t -Ii
uouse
~
:

U/

.

Good, Bad, and
the Ugly

Special Midnight Sho~

Sept. 29 Wednesday
8:30SCAud ·

Sept. 24,26 8:30 pm SC Aud

•

.

·- --

- · - ---~

----- · -

1

Oct 8, 11 8:30 pm SC AUD

Sept. 24. SC AUD .
BEER, WINE WITH I.D.
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•••

••
••
•••
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
: FREE ADMISSION : ·
••
••

. DAILY HAPPY HOUR·
. 11AMto7PM
2-FOR· 1 DRINKS
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS

: AFTER UCF GAME :
: WITH STUDENT :

··· ~·······

••
••
: l.D.
:
••
•••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
••
••
•
•

est.00 NIGHT$1.00 MIX ORIN.KS,
BEER,
FROZEN
MARGARITAS
2NEWWAVEBANDS
TUESDAY••••••••••
•ortnk or'iirown
8 PM to 1.2 PM ·
Giris $3/Guys $5
All You Can Drink!
WEDNESDAY•••••-••• .
eNICKEL
BEER
NIGHT
5 ¢FOR DRAFT BEER
50 c FOR
MIXED .
DRINKS
THURSDAY•••••••••
•Ladies Night3 Free Drinks for Ladies
SONDAY•••••~···••••
•HAPPY HOUR
All Day & Evening
2 For 1 Drinks
$1 Off Pitchers

ORLANDO, FLA.
UPCOMING CONCERTS

BIG SCREEN T.V.
WATCH MONDAY
NIGHT BASEBALL
-

-

TAMPA BAY BUCS SPECIAL- ·
$25.00 COVERS.BUS,.FOOO AND TICKET.
... TICKETS AVAILABLE SOON ...

GOING TO COLLEGE?
SAVE YOUR TIME AND YOUR ·MONEY
because if you don 't, you won:t be there long! ! For
the first time . students and graduates , and even
dropouts have collaborated on a project aimed
directly at making your college career a successful
one .

WHAT DO YOU NEED?
You need to know how to read. You also need to
know how to take advantage of others' experience .
More importantly, you need enough money and time
to achieve your goal. Before y0u can succeed in
your chosen career you must succeed in college. If
you are not in college to become successful . you
don 't need to read any further.

WHAT'S TO GAIN?

50% OF STUDENTS WILL FAIL ... .

SCHOLARSHIPS & FINANCIAL AID ...
are getting harder ~nd harder to obtain . .Itl_E3_Q!i.9.l~?I
College Survival Guide . tells you how and where
to look. There is still aid available if you know how
to go about getting it . ·

WHAT'S TO LOSE?
Absolutely nothing . Thats right , not one thing . If for
. ~ reason , you return your book within ten days
undamaged , your money will be fully refunded . No
questions, no-strings, you will get your money back . ·
It 's that simple _

• • •

· Ib.~Qriginal Col-le_g~_?ur~i v_9J_ g_~l9_e , tells you how
to save your ·time and your money · You can save
~0% or mo_re on your current food costs with just a
little effort and know-how . It does · m~re tha~ that . .
You~ ~ook !ells you h~w to deal ~!~-~~~.1' with t~e ·
adm1nistrat1on . You will learn what to beware of in
leases and how to get o~t of them if you have to . It
even tells you how to !!1_9~~ money at college!

to graduate from the college that they entered .
That's right!! Fully half of all entering students do
,
not graduate . That is a national average .· Why"?
Some of you don't belong in college . However, most ·
of these dropouts simply either can't afford to
continue or they can't organize their time . If your
time isn 't organized, your college life will \:)e
miserable! ·

If someone had given me this information in
school I wou ld not have had to quit . .. I was
broke and discouraged. Th is book could have
saved me in college.
R.K.R.
Cleve land, Ohio

I could ha ve saved a sma ll fortune 1n co llege
with this book. I sure a-s - - - - am now
A D. La w Studen t
Ven tura , Californ ia

$100 CASH IN ONE"1AY!!
Several methods described in this book can net you
this much and more!! No tricks and no gimmicks.
These methods have been tried and pro.ven by other
students. You have the motivation and intell~ence
or you wouldn 't be in college . I~~- Q!_i_gjr:i_9_1_gQ!!~g_~
Survival Guide, gives you the secr'e ts . You supply

YOU PAID MORE .. ,
just to apply to college . Th~y didn't give you a
money back .guarantee either . Shouldn 't you be
wi lling to pay less to find out how to get through
college than you did to get in? ·
·

I wouldn_'t be successful today if I hadn't
succeede d in college. This b.oo k would have
made it a lot easier on my wallet and my. mind.
The in formation in this ·boo k is worth hundreds of
dollars to aQy stu cJ.e nt.
D. L. S Materia l Manager
Fortune 200 Corporation
Mentor. Ohio

Hie -ettorC ___ _

FREE ROOM AND BOARD!!
That 's right, free . Many studer.its pay no money for
their room and board . No ." they don ·t live at home .
You could do it too. if you knew how . Remember. if
you are not satisfied with I~~ QEi9Jn.?L 9Q!!~_g_~
Survival Guide . for any reason, you get your mo·ney
EackWh-at-C:Io you have to lose?

ROTTEN ROOMMATES & BAD PROF'S.
You should avoid both . You can if you know how.
You will earn how to find out who the bad teachers ·
and lousy roommates are before you get them. not
after. Moreover, you will learn what it takes to be a
good roommate .

APARTMENT OR HOUSE?

NOT IN ANY STORE ...
will you find this book. Order today . This offer will
expire in two weeks and may not be repeated .
.ABSOLUTE MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

MAIL TO: VILLAGE PRODUCTIONS COMPANY
P. 0 . BOX 301
PERRY, OHIO 44081

I

ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
NO C.O.D .'s
Original College Survival Guide(s) @$8.65
each (Ohio res. $9 .13 each)
PLEASE PRINT NEATLY

..

Or shOuld you live in the dorm or perhaps at home?
Your book gives you the trade-offs to consider.
NAME

IN -EIGHT WEEKS ...
You can be two .months poorer or many years wiser.
The dec ision is you rs_ The years of experience
contained in The Or ig ina l College Surv iv?I Gu ide .
have never been presented in such a con:iplete and .
easy to read fash ion before.

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

·al low 4-8_ weeks delivery

I © copyri_ght 1982 Village Productions Co.

I
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Tires ain't pretty

Down-home pitch brings Behr stardom
by Ron Jaffe

Behr states, "I ain't got no
foreground neither! I ain't goin'
nowhere.''
. Although seldom at a loss for words,
Behr, in his last commercial says,
''Just go in the kitchen and get yourself some milk and cookies 'cause I
don't know what to say."
AlthOugh Behr may sound obnoxious on camera, don't let that fool
you. He is one of the friendliest people
that you could meet-stem, but friendly.
Modesty is another of Behr' s
characteristics. He shuns the fact that
he once played football for Paul
"Bear" Bryant at the University of
Maryland. During Bryant's first
game as head coach,. who should s~ore
the first touchdown of the game but
Sam Behr. "I just happened to be
there,'' Behr said.

Future staff

You've seen him on television, and
like most people, you probably want
t;o know more about the Allied Tire
Man.
Of course, by now everyone should
know that "tires ain't purty. They
don't make you look any better, cause
tires is ugly! And they sure don't
help you socially none." These quotes
are only a small part of the repertoire
of outspoken Sam Behr.
Behr, a native of · Talladega,
Alabama, believes that simplicity is
the key to successful advertising. He
implements this concept at his shoe
st.ore where a long banner proclaims,
·''We can fit any hµman. ''
Located in downtown Orlando, The
Behr Shoe Center has
done
remarkably well> despite all local com' Sam Behr flas~es his famous grin.
petitionJ since its beginning in 1949.
You could walk in today and find business.
Behr busily working amid the
Behr met Hanin sometime during
thousands of shoe boxes which seem the mid-1970s and they soon became
to line every inch of his store.
close
friends. Behr recalled:
"One day we were going t;o the golf
Having been born into a tire-sale
course and we were talking about his
family, Stanley Hanlin lost interest in (Hanin' s)" tire business. I was cut off
tires and in 1973 decided to move t;o and asked if I'd go on TV for him. I
Orlando from Philadelphia. Aft.er insaid I never ,done nothin' like that
vesting in a Yamaha distributorship, before, but I'll try anything once."
which eventually went sour, Hanin The rest is history.
decided to get back into the tire
About a year and a half ago, Behr

• • ••

Andy Long/Future

made his first TV debut for Hanin.
With absolutely no preparation (except for a couple of martinis), Behr
just gets in front of the camera and
unloads ris spiel for about an hour.
He uses no script but is occasionally
prompted by Hanin to mention the
service and benefits of the tire store.
In an hour's session, Behr can crank
out as many as 12 thirty-second
spots.
"I ain't got no acting background,"

/

Since Behr' s first television appearance nearly two years ago,
Hanin's sales jumped from about $6
million to about $19 million, which is
the expected ·volume for 1982.
So remember this about tires-"They
ain't purty ! They don't smell good!
· They don't taste nice! You don't talk
· about what kinda tires your neighbors
got! You gonna walk up to a salesman
and he's gonna say, 'Ain't I nice?' and
you're gonna say, 'yeah, you was real
nice!'"

Here Comes the judge;
into the.malestrom;
film at eleven
by Bob Jaxson
Adventure editor

Myron Braithwaite had just been
selected Employee ot' the Month by
the management of the El Re8I Beach
Hotel. Since most vistors t;o the hotel
would never know that startling fact
(or even care), a splendid gold plaque
had been placed on the wall behind
the information desk. And Myron
Braithwaite wore a new nametag on
his lapel that bore the title M.
Braithwaite, Desk Clerk.
"May I help you, sir?" he asked as I
slipped across the lobby toward the
desk.
"Great. Fine .. I made it. Are you
Andre Fitzsimmons, the manager?" I
asked, catching my breath.
Myron was offended. "No, I'm M.
Braithwaite, Desk Clerk," he said. .
"Who are you?"
After a tense explanation, with
frequent and deprecatory hand
gestures, I convinced M. Braithwaite
that I was indeed a judge for the El
Rehl Beach Hotel local Band Contest
and I was late because I had misread
my map and taken the wrong exit off
the interstate. With much difficulty,
the clerk finally .gave me directions to
the 13th floor, where the contest had
already begun in the Grand Ballroom.
The elevator was slow and crowded,
so when the doors opened at the

.........................

ballroom lobby, I screamed "Fire!"
The elevator cleared immediately~
.
Already, the sounds of the Lucy
Nuclear Band were rattling the
cocktail glasses on the waiter's tray in
the hallway. I entered the ballroom
from a side door and tried to locate
the judges' table.
Through the smok}r haze I saw it; a
dimly-lit table with some plastic
flowers in front of it. As I began to
weave through the crowd, a waiter
carrying a large bowl of guacamole
dip tripped on a chairleg and splattered the green slime all over my
freshly dry-cleaned designer T-shirt.
cials for the Meatless . Hamburger
Palace, announced a short interThe head 'judge looked at me in- mission while the judges cast their
dignaritly when I finally reached the ballots.
table. He gave me a scoresheet and a
Seizing the opportunity I grabbed
nametag. I had already missed two my scoresheet and angled toward the.
bar. There was a crowd. When I
bands.
I sat at my assigned seat and finally placed my order, the emcee
looked at my official judge's nametag. was already back onstage.
"Ladies and gentlemen, the
I stared in amazement when I saw moment is at ~d, '' he announced.
·that it read JQdge Nixon instead of He motioned to the head judge, who '
Judge J axson. Unbelievable! Some moved toward the stage with The
half-witted official from the hotel staff Envefope. But I hadn't voted yet.
had made a gross typographicalerror. ·"Six shots of tequila and a Mr. ·
I grimaced and pinned the mistake to Pibb," I ordered. Gulping the drinks,
my shirt.
I began running t.oward the judges'
The contest continued with perfor- table. The emcee was saying, "And
mances that rang 'd from laughable the winners are ... " when I felt my foot
ineptitude t;o ruthless commercialism. catch on something. Then there was a
Finally, the emcee, a balding disc.. bright flash of light and the smell of
jockey who does television commer- smoke.

The next day, the newspaper story
of the fire in the Grand Ballroom of
the El Rehl Beach Hotel explained
that the blaze had started when -"an
unknown person apparently stumbled
and pulled the ·main power line from
its outlet, which short- circuited the
13th
floor
electrical
system. Miraculously, only one person was injured, a des:\{ clerk who suffered a
blow to the head from a falling plaque.
"W~en asked to comment, the man,
identified only as M. Braithwaite,
responded in delirious sentences,
repeating the phrase, 'It was that
Nixon guy. It was that Nixon guy."'
I threw the paper on the floor. To
hell with contests and plastic flowers
and clerks. I turned the portable
radio on to the local jazz station and
started to look for my map. It was
time to go home.

Page 10
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At the movies

'Inchon' a Confusin.g war epic
by Mike West
Future staff

If you've seen the movie, "Inchon"
you'll probably have a difficult time
telling your friends about it. Unlike
other war films, "Inchon,., is not a
memorable sequence of events but
rather a collage of fragmented surreal
images of a bad dream.
Entertaining? Yes, maybe, ii you
enjoy superfluous sub-plots intertwining with reckless abandon. And if
you like to see people and props gettirig blasted to rubble.
If,however, you prefer movies with a
definite message, purpose and plot,
pass on ''Inchon.''
"Inchon" though, is not without
redemption. It's amazing how
newcomer producer Mitsuharu Ishii
fit such fine actiftg into a film which
has virtually no continuity.
General MacArthur is brilliantly
depicted by Sir Laurence Olivier.
Olivier .has mastered the essence of
MacArthur's chal'acter as an almost
god-like war hero. From the opening
sequence, there is no question that
Olivier (as MacArthur) will crush the

enemy and save the world from the
always-evil communists.
Jacqueline Bisset and Ben Gazzara
too have done a good job portraying a
couple first tom apart and then
brought together by war. It's a shame
that the viewer won't be able to figure
out the relevance of these well-played
roles to the movie.
Some may notice that "Inchon,"
released by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
was partially financed and advised by·
the Unification Church of God . and
received advisement from the Rev.
Sun Myung Moon. So what? That bit
of .trivia has no significan<;=e to the film
If
another
religious ·
itself.
denomination financed it with the
Pope as special adviser, the film still
· wouldn't be worth seeing.
Finally, many critics have claimed
that MacArthur's act of saying the
Lord's prayer at the end of the film is
.a direct message from Rev. Moon.
There is no justification for ·this claim.
What MacArthur should have said,
after the successful invasion of Inchon, was "God help the movie industry."

THE Tl'PllYG COMPANY
Competitive Rates

Over 8 Tears Experlenee
•Legal-Medical
1
•Term Papers
'•Resumes
•Reports , ..
•Letters

NANCY LANFERSIEK (Owner)
(305) 677-1936
Pick up & Dellvery

8381 Roanne Drive
Orlandoj FL 32817
(Off University .Blvd.) (

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~

FASHION SQUARE

Talking Heads don't sc:iv much
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

It wasn't a difficult decision-stay home or drive 100 miles to Tampa and
spend $11 on a ticket to see one of the world's unique bands, the Talking
·
Heads.
Home would have been the better choice, because like ltonald Reagan's film
career, everything about this show was B-grade.
The Heads weren't really that bad, they were just indifferent. One got the
feeling that they would rather have been somewher:e else. You really couldn't
·
blame them.
First of all, Curtis Hixon Hall is, .in a word, decrepit. The barn-like structure
is old, dirty and basically a nasty place to spend a couple of hours.
Secondly, the opening act, four misfits called Triple-X Girls, were simply .
awful. They ·played eight songs (or may it was just one 40-minute song since it
was impossible to distinguish one burst of noise from the next).
By the time the Heads finally took the stage, they already had two strikes
. against them. It would take an exceptional performance to salvage this
evening but if anybody in rock 'n' roll could pull it off, singer/songwriter David
Byrne ..;,as the man.
Unfo .tunately, he was unsuccessful. And he received no help from the other
three Heads members. Chris Frantz played his drums mechanically, with no
emotion; pregnant bassist Tina Weymouth looked like she would have
preferred the pains of labor to the pains of playing her bass; and Jerry Harrison

was
bored.
Theplain
show's
only saving grace was the four back-up musicians who stuck with
the band following their 1980 "Remain In Light" tour. Along with Byrne, they
offered spirited renditions of classicHeads tunes such as "Psycho Killer,"
"Cities" and "Houses in Motion." Highlighting the show were excellent versions of "Life During Wartime (during which the gaunt Byrne's spastic dan·
cing had the audience believing that maybe he really was under siege) and the
crowd-pleasing "Take Me to the River."
But even these gems couldn't rescue a tired performance by a tired band in a
tired old arena. Maybe we demand too much of our favorites and expect their
live sets to be carbon copies of their albums. Or maybe, as consumers, we want
an $11 performance for an $11 ticket.
·

Aristocrat. Hair Designs
Precision Haircutting To Your Specification

FOOD

&

SPJR ·ITS

@REDKEN

Enjoy your favorites:
*COektails

6

•A

A
"
HAPPY HOUR

"" • • k4

''2 for

A

=
=

.

UCFBlvd.

Sal0.n Prescription Center .

.CALL 671-4247 (HAIR)
(Walk-ins Wei.c ome Too)

· · ~Naehos

*Cheese Fingers
* Potato Skins

., .

HOURS: Mon. & Fri.-Sal. 9-4

Tues, Wed, & Thurs. 9-8

University Square Shopping Center
(Next to Jewlery Store)
'31/2 miles from UCF on UCF Blvd.)

•

1!~'

nigfl,tly from 9p. m. to midnight
H3 for 1" WEPNESDA ~S .5-6_p_.m_._ _

Fashion
Square
between Burdines and Robinsons
Mall

ZETA'S PLEDGE
CLASS TOPS

ALL!
AWESOME ·36!

•
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Attractions ...

Oh Henry

Jazz Lives!

Orlando's own U.S. Males will be
opening the concert for the Henry
Paul Band on Sept. 25 at the Bob
Carr Performing Arts Centre.
Tickets are $6.50 advance and
$7.50 day of show and are avaUable
at the Carr Box Office and the
usual Centroplex outlets.

The UCF Faculty Jazz Trio will
perform a selection of classic jazz
standarda on Sept. 30 at noon in
the Band Rehearsal Hall. Performing will be John Whitney, piano;
Robert Petta, drums; and Dr. Lee
Eubank, bass. Students interested
in music are invited to attend these
music forums, which are h~ld evety
Tuesday and Thursday at·noon.

TV Music

...

.

Talkies
Rounding out the September .
schedule of selected cinema, the
Program and Activities Council
presents the Academy award-winning film, "Chariots of Fire," on
Friday and Smiday night at 8:30
p.m. in the. Student Center
Auditorium. A special midnight
show on Friday features the highflying antics of Cheech and Chong
in "Nice Dreams." Clint Eastwood
s.t alks the plains once again in .
"The Good, the Bad and the Ugly,"
which will be shown Sep~. 29 in the
SCA at 8:30 p.m. Admission to all
flicks is 50 cents with a UCF ID.

Jon Corneal and the Limousine
Cowboys wi)l be taping a half-hour
show to be aired.on the WMFE
Channel 24 program ''Sunshine
Music Han" on Sept. 27 at 8 p.m.
Corneal, a drummer-vocalistguitarist, has performed with a
number of country stars including
Mel Tillis, Loretta Lynn, Earl
Scruggs and Gram Parsons. Also
featured in the band is UCF
student Erik Hokkanen (fiddle and
guitar).
The Channel 24 studio, located
on East Highway 50 (across from
the Point After), will open at 7 p.m.
All students are invited to the
taping by this unique countryrock/Texas swing band.

Concert ·_
Landslide recording artists, The
Brains, will appear at Angel's in
downtown Orlando tonight.
Opening the concert will be the
Swimming Pool Q's. The Atlantabased band swept the Village Voice
New York Critic's Poll when they
debuted in 1979. After successful
tours, the band recently released a
12-inch EP titled "Dancing Under
Streetlights.''

.. .

CREATIVE

FREEDOM
In the age of information technology, a company
-whose sales of $1.7 billion annually and whose
products and ~omponents extend from data acquisition and information processing through data
communication to voice, video and graphic communication - is .making creative freedom a reality
for their new graduates.
.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
October 19th
Electrical and Chemical Engineering, Electronic
Engineering Technology, Computer Science,
Physics, Material Science and Technical Sales
[EE, ME, CSJ Majors
Make arrangements at the Placement Office.

mHARRls
.

. Zany songwriter and comedian
Martin Mull, known for his ascerbic
wit as the host of the satiric "Femwood 2- Night" talk-show, will not be
appearing at the UCF Homecoming
concert, originally scheduled for Oct.
26.
"There will be no concert," Richard
Possien, UCF Homecoming chairman
said. According to Possien, Mull was
offered a $7,500 bid for Ills appearance. The total promotion and
production cost would have been ap- ·
proximately $14,000, according to
Possien.
'"The committee felt strongly that
Martin Mull would sell,'' Possien said.
But after three weeks, Mull "offiCially
declined the bid.'' Mull also canceled
most of his upcoming toiir of the
Southeast because he is under ·contract to NBC, according to Possien.
Alternate acts were suggested, including Andy Kaufman, Billy
Crystal and the Atlmita Rhythm Section, but after an ·informal student
poll, "no clear-cut choice" was

A f',nhlht at the Mc~ les

evident, Possien s'aid.
Despite the lack of a concert, there
will still be plenty of party opportunities for this year's event. The
movie "Star Wars," will be shown on
Oct. 24 at Lake Claire.
The $1 admission entitles students
to free beer and soft drinks.
After a parade in. Orlando, Oct. 29,
there will be a party at the Expo Center (across from the Carr Auditorium)
featuring the live rock music of 'rhe
Riff as well as rock video. Admission
is also $1.
Another parade in Winter Park will
preced~ a UCF pep rally to be held at
Rosie O'Grady's in downtown Orlando. The festivities conclude at the
Tangerine· Bowl when the Fightmg
Knights face West Georgia at . 7:30
p.m.

The Sisters of

Delta De1ta Delta

Culture
The West Campus Gallery of
Valencia Community College continues its latest exhibition, "The
Oriental Heritage," through Oct.
22. Included in the ex.hjbit are
works by fonner UCF Gallery
curator, Masumi Hayashi.
The Gallery, located at 1800 S.
Kirkman Road, is open Monday .
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.

Mull cancels
homecoming
appearance

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M / F/ H / V

Congratulate Our
Pledge Class of 1982
.

.

We are So Proud!
Calling All Canadians
...And Mexicans
...And Japanese
...And French, Germans, Chin_ese,
Italians, and British students!
We are seeking ·foreign students from the· countrie~ listed
above to wo,rk in the World Showcase of EPCOT Center,
opening· October 1, 1982.
. part~time positions . are
available in shops, restaurants, and attractions. Most jobs
begin at. $4.30 per hour. Some tipped positions are also
available. Earn extra money and represent your country at
the same time!
Interviewing now:
Personal interviews are required and applicants are encouraged to apply in ·person at our Employment Center
located in the Casting Building, 9 miles northwest of Interstate 4 off State Road 535 and Reams Road. The Walt
Disney World Employment Office is open MondaySaturday, 9a.m. to 4p.m. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

}'utu-:-~·Sept-fl~ber
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Aristocrat HAIR Designs
Precision Haircutting To Your Specification

·

~

@REDl<EN·

-i

•
CALL 671-4247 (HAIR)

11

. "'t"*

~-~,~

·- - -

.

"FREE" TRANSPORTATION

M

IUllCll' I

~,..:~

t0622 l. C.i11I D;. ~

University Square Shopping Genter
(Next to Jewelry Store)
(31/2 miles from UCF on UCF Blvd.)

lOW PRICES"

~ . ~ ,._____________
INUCFAREA
t."'o
___, 11,,,, A'-, :,

UCFBlvd.

(Wciik·lns
Welcome Too) '
.
'

- ~-

....

~--------------------------~~
The Mott Coinpllte R1~llfot Shops 11 Qenif1I florl4~~

Salon Prescription Center

HOURS: Mon. & Fri. 9-6 - Sat. 9-4
Tues, Wed, & Thurs. 9-8

24. lQR?

I

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

6IO CllftM St.
Pl• HI•
(o..-11t

u.... ,,,.

·os-tm ·

F11,,,.....,

MASTER CARD_ • ~

- · ---

29t-9127
Q

0

~

~~~

w

the great

Buy One and Get

american
smokeout

One Free
Busch Draft ·
limit 1 per Person
l:BC!JQQ(b cm:~~l! lll:!JG

November19
American Cancer Society!

What Do You Want
From College?

Management Experience?
Add It To Your Schedule.
~;lt2Jt~ji~i~w.;-r;{'.j~;;'i;'.fT~tt~;;;i]~:IJ':§;;[f~1;:j~:t:.:;;Jj
"'·""

~ ~~ ~~

:r:~ ~~r~e~cii~ ~~:de
1

c0
g
r.
Wt.·n\;;, ..,4fi~;-,¥1;vg):.,i·-r'.'; ship development You learn
::{(~:?¥:·~:.=~.) :t~W/fr?=faf . .~;~;f; ··=
·
, ''""""·:':;,,<7,:M--"""~··~:--.,;<:-·F; techniques involved in the
=

.

-,;

~lt~f,J}J~;~;JJU'.1:11 mana~ement of resource.s .

-< . .::it.~;;1,;;:,~_..,~.~/k::'.'.:U( Techniques that are appl1ca·

:~f.U/iif:f;b~ ble to any management job.
;r,9%$4~~
Another important leadership
:!'.- :0:::-''.YZ:

', characteristic is interpersona'
relationships. Things are
:::?:·iM1rWb.:; .. :%Af accomplished by people and

II :i~~~~n~0o~;~l~~~o9n~~~i ~stab

· determining .your success as
a leader. Whether you intend
to become a manager in a
military or civilian career,
Army ROTC can give you a
competitive edge.
Don't wait until after col·
lege to get practical manage·
ment experience. Add leadership to your class schedule
now. ·

IF YOU LIKE BANKING
.MADEEAS~

YOU'LL LOVE US
The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
located just minutes from the ·
u.c.F. campus. we have ·spacious
parking, fast drive in.tellers and ~ ,
two CITIZENS 24 HR automated
. tellers in Oviedo and at u.c.F. in
tlie new A.T.M. building. All to
make·banking easy for you.
Everything you will ever
need from a Full service Bank is
yours at ....

•

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD
Fo r MorP lnrorm il t1 0 11 Cont ,H I

MAJOR JAMES D. HORNADAY
U111H· r~ i1y

t'l'C1:ntr al Flnrida
Orlando. Flo rida 32816

(305) 275-2430

.YOU.R FRIENDLY
156 G.ENEVA DRIVE~ P.O. BOX 729 • OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

·®
~,..,.. ,,~

MEMBER FDIC

(305) 365-6611

..
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Sports week
Zeleznik optimistic for tennis
by Mike Candelaria
Future ~ports

DespiU: only minimal amounts of money for
scholarships, and the planning of a tough
schedule, first-year tennis coach ·Art Zeleznikexpects a successful year for his tennis Knights . .
One of the main reasons for his optimism is the
great cooperation he has received · from the
school.
·
· ?.ele~nik m~tains he has quality players on
both his mens and women's teams, but stresses
that the helping hand he is getting from the entire university community will make this year a
good one.
We)re getting great support from UCF, all the
way from (athletic director) Bill Peterson's office
to Bill Goldsby' s business office, to the physical
plant's upkeep of the tennis facility" Zeleznik
said.
'
. He also said that the lack of scholarship money
does cause a problem when he recruits. "There.
are mo.re quality players who want to come here
than there are scholarships available," Zeleznik
stated. "If you are able to accommodate all those
players the program will gro~. ''
Zeleznik, however is optimistic and although
the schedule, which begins in January, is not
final, h~ ~s pla:unng what he calls "probably the
most difficult schedule for tennis ever at UCF."
This may include some major universities· in
Fl?ri_da, but nothing has been confirmed yet. . ·
Tennis, page 15

...
Jerome Thompson goos over the top for a 1:JCF touchdown against SLU. ·

Foot~aJI

tea.m
to attempt.
blockonVMI
by Lee Lerner
Future sports

it,

The Knights take their·show on the
road this weekend traveling to
Virginia Military Institute where
they plan to play the spoiler in the
Keydets' homecoming ganie.
This is the Knight's first official
road trip of the season and head coach
· Sammy Weir wants to make it a
fulfilling one, as his team searches for
its victory.
Being relegated to the role of spoiler
doesn't seem to bother Weir a bit.
"They'll (VMI) be fired up because it's
homecoming but we're gonna try to
spoil it for them," said·Weir.
This is a task that's easier ~aid than
done for the Knights~ who dropped
their s~ond straight game last week;
losing to Southeastern Louisiana 2414, before a Tangerine Bowl crowd of
8,196.
The Knights played valiantly in the
first half, managing a 14-14 tie at
halftime. However, the second half offense was non-existen.t.
Revamped by new starting quarterback Dana Thyhsen, the highlight
of the first half was a 71-yard touchdown reception by junior wide
receiver Mike. Collier. Thyhsen also
hooked up with junior wide receiver
Jeff Froehlich for 28 yards. This set
up a two-yard scoring run by Jerome
Thompson for the Knight's final
touchdown of the evening.
SLU jumped on the board early
with a 42-yard first quarter touchdown pass from Charles Herbert to
David. Patterson. The Knight defense
had its work cut out for it all evening
as the Lions' tailback Jerry Butler ran
for 114 yards and Hebert threw for
178 yards to pace the win.

Head coach Sam Weir
Weir expressed happiness with
Thyhsen's job at quarterback and ·
promised more of the same type of
wide open passing game to come.
"We're gonna use basically the same
attack in thefutlire. We'll pass maybe
more than we ever have before,'' Weir
said.
Thyhsen hit 14 of 31 passes for 184
yards last week, however, that figure .
could have been considerably higher
had it not been for a host of UCF
receivers dropping passes. "Our
_receivers will have to concentrate
more on catching the ball,'' Weir said.
"We need more concentration from
our r.eceivers when we have to have
the big play."
Thyhsen looks to be the starting
quarterback in tomorrow afternoon's
contest with VMI:
. Last week VMI lost to William and
Mary 24-12, evening their record to 11. Two weeks ago the Keydets trounced East Tennessee State 21-3 in its
opener. When VMI has the ball the
team ~ basicallyuse an aerial attack
against the Knights' defense.
VMI is led by -senior quarterback
Kelly Raber, who last season threwfor 1,450 yards, and .h is main target
tight end Tom Radle. Radle. has
caught 12 passes already this season
and p.oses a serious ·threat to the
Football, page 14

Photo by David W?yne Bittle

The Keydets will try to get back on
the ~ track behind senior quarterback Kelly Raber. Raber is connecting on 50 percent of his passes, with
299 yards. He is called "Mr. Offen!?e"
by the Keydets and he holds the
second highest completion percentage
in VMI history.
VMI is expected to run more than
pass against UCF. The offense will be
set behind a multiple I formation.
Stan .Bass, a 5'9", 179-pound
tailback, will do the majority of the
rusl_llng for VMI. Bass is averaging
71 yards per game rushing this season
with three touchdowns, He possesses
a double threat in his ability to run
~th the ball after catching it, and.he
·is the type of back that can make op~ead-coach Bob Thalman
portunities happen with his versatility.
·
Bass is complimented by fullback
Mike Hulyo. This is Hulyo's first
season at fullback. His prime assignment will be to help block for Bass.
The success of the VMI 5-2 defense
· rests heavily in the perfonnance of
linebac~er Melvin Rucker. If Raber is
"Mr. Offense", then Rucker is "Mr.
by Dave Miller
Defense.''
Future sports
The 6'2", 225-pound senior Rucker
was named during the preseason to
The Virginia Military Institute SoU:them Living 's All-South team. He
team will have just about everything was . also an Associated Press
going for them when they take to the Honorabale Mention All-American.
Rucker is the gel of the ·defense. He
gridiron against UCF this weekend.
VMI has a veteran team, and ·has ~ had 299- tackles coming into this
proven winner in· Bob Thalman, who season and presently has 25, leading
is entering his 12th year as head the team. He could cause problems for
the Knight's rushing game.
coach.
Thalman's honors range from being·
If th.e re is a weak spot on the VMI
named NCAA District III Coach of squad it's their defense against the
the Year, to l:>eing selected .twice for pass. Last week against William and
Conference Coach of the Year and Mary the Keydets gave up 270 yards
three times for State and Big Five passing.
.
Coach of the Year
Knowing how the Knights like to
. This season has VMI questioning throw the ball, Thalman has been
itself though. The squad is 1-1 after drilling the sec-0ndary in preparation
suffering a loss last week at the hands for UCF. "They are another pass
of William and Mar.1 24-12. originated team," Thalman says,
"Naturally we're disappointed to lose "And· we made a couple of big
to William and Mary but they played mistakes in the defensive secondary
a fine game and deserved to win " against William and · Mary. We are
said Thalman.
'
VMI,page14

KeytoVMl's

victory rides
on offense

Page 14
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Second year for w~men's golf
The UCF women's golf .t eam begins a pretty successful year tor our first
its first full year of competition at the year."
Lady Seminole Invitational in
Competition will be tough, accordTallahassee on; Sept. 26.
ing to Mendel, since the team will be
According to coach Wayne Mendel, facing experienced teams like Florida
the university in compliance withTitle State. "We will be competitive with
Nine picked up the women's team in some of them, some of them we won't
order to meet requirements made two be able to touch. If we come in last, we
years ago.
come in last. We have to start
· The team started la~t year with five somewhere.''
women. Of those, only two remained
The Lady Knights begin their seathrough the year. Last year's· team son Sept; 26 at the Lady Seminole Inparticipated in one tournament, the vitational held at Florida State.
State 'Intercollegiate Tournament..
This year, coach Mendel was able to
build up the program and attract
more women to the sport. "We did
some recruiting over the summer and
we decided to pursue building a
strong women's golf team. It's inexpensive, yet,it can get good exposure
sinc.e golf is popular here in Florida,''
he said.
Eight players came out this year
and so far coach Mendel is very
pleased. ~·we've got talented · girls.
Hopefully they'll help us and at least
make us respectable," said Mendel. .
Returning this year are the two
, team members that remained with
the team last year, Rhonda Pill and
Cammie Boss. Rhonda Pill, according
to Mendel, is one of the better players
this year.
·
Coach Mendel also reeruited some
new players. Heading the list are Jill
' Smiley, who won the Michigan
State Championship, Leslie Eden,
Cathy Brice, who was awarded a
scholarship from the South Florida
Pam Gtmson/Future
Golf Association, Barbara Coleman,
Teri Crawford ~d . R.oz Hill. Offensive player of the week Eric
Coach Mendel admits it will be a
Simpson.
long, tough year for the new team, but
he still maintains a small hope for·
n
C
success ''If we can get it together and
reace
.orps
· .
The tougliest JOb
play cons1stantly well as a team, and
you11 ever love.
everybody is playing her best, we'll
soo..424 ..s5so
beat SOme people and end UP having
""'APub11C Se1V1ceolTh1s Newspape1

Porn Glmson/Future

Ed Schenk makes a.13-yard gain against SLU in 24-14 loss Saturday.

Sports
Eric Simpson, a 5'11 ", 215 pound,
freshman fullback was voted .offensive player of · the game for his performance against SL U Saturday.
Darrell Rudd, a 6'1", 230-poun9
defensive tackle was voted defensive
player of the week in that same game.

r
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BAIJSCH &

LOMB

SOFT
CONTACT
LENSES

$59
EXTENDED·
WEAR SOFT
-~ >·.,=· CONTACT LENSES

:

Knight secondary.
Weir claims that they'll try to slow
Radle down at the line. "We've got to
try and get his timing off.. We've got
to stop him because he's capable of
making the big plays,'' Weir said.

COMPUTERIZED EYE EXAMS .
ARE AVAILABLE AT THE EYECARE
CENTER BY APPOINTMEN,T 6 DAYS
A WEEK:
896-2171
1831. E. COLONIAL
DR.
.
•
1831 E. COLONIAL DR.
ORLANDO. FLA.

ORLANDO~

MON.-FRI. 9:30-5:30 SAT. 9:00-1:00

30.

VMI was 6-3-1 last season in
Division I football but this season has
dropped down to Division I-AA. The
Keydets are the second of ·five
Division I-AA teams the Knights will .
face this year.

VMl------------frompagel3
going to have our work cut out for us, game open.''
but the mistakes are nothing that
The final factor that will have a role
can't be corrected," he said.
in the game is player attitude. VMI
Despite losing last weekend, will be riding high against UCF
Thalman knows the Knights hold because it will be homecoming. "We
great potential and. should be respec- are excited finally to be home,'' says
ted. "We scouted Central Florida Thalman. "It's homecoming weekend
against Southeastern Louisiana last in Lexington and we'll be ready to
Saturday night and they lost 24-14 go."
but they have the ability to break a

----------------------~----,
~ring This Coupon for · $ · 16" Cheese lk Pepperon-.

: P LERMO'S PIZZA :
1

I
I
I
•

~

· · 3408 Aloma

Ave. · ~~\;
~:

{\~- "PhoneAhead·EatlnOrTakeOut" ~~~ · ~
~~
Mon. - Thurs. 11 AM - 10 PM
Fri. & Sat. 11 AM - 11 PM
678-2720
EXP.lU/ 1182

1

I
I
I

,..--------~---~---------~----

THE HAIR SHOP.
Precision Style Cµt $ 7 .00
Full Service sBltln

Walk-112S Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

282-1700
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

$169
OFFER ENDS 10-16-82

The Annual Intramural Bowling
next October
2, at Colonial Lanes starting a:t noon.
Entries are due at the Office of
Recreational Services by September
Tourname~t will be held

Footbal l--------1rompage1a

~ & The Advertising Council

•

Briefs

.

SEMINOLE ATHLETIC WEAR
& SCREEN PRINTING
in the West Broadway Professional Center
( Hwy 426 between Family Hut & Poli Bros. )

~

S

jw,
~

• • • • for YOUR
Phone=~6~6;1089
s~\.--Y
.
MONOGRAMMING
~ou'?
SCREEN PRINTING
~ "'- G
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& LETTERING needs .,.\ ~1C.~ .
-A- SHIRTS
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*JACKETS
-.k LICENSE PLATES
BUMPER STICK~RS
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·
see our selection of
TRANSFERS &· ATtf~f;11_C W~AR
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Tenn is,------------- from page ia
Zeleznik plans to field very competitive men's and women's teams,
but is still looking for players of varsity qualtiy. He said he will take a
look at anyone who feels he has
enough ability and time to play.
Zeleznik said his practices will be
open to the public and welcomes any
support of. the tennis program.

The·
Humane ~oci~ty
Needs Yo~ Help!
Send Your Donations to:
2001 E. 25th Street
Sanford,Fla.32771

~mcrinm ~air ~as~inns

...

$5 off on Style, Cut and
Blowdry to UCF Faculty
and
Students
(w/10).

,

679 South East Lake
Longwood, FL 32750
" (305) 831-5937
(}..;~ south oi SR ~"4 on SR

•

Future Management
Position Avai.lable
BUSINESS MANAGER
Duties: Directly responsible for
financial
management
of
weekly campus newspaper, including the raising of money
through advertising, budget
preparation, purchasing, payroll
and circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production
and staff of student salesmen
and
make-up
personnel.
Responsible · to newspaper's
editor in chief - and serves as
member of the university's Board
of Publications. Salary .is $50 per
week plus 1 percent of all sales
commissions.
Eligibility: Candidates must have
a minimum of 2.0 grade-point
average at UCF, be at least a
second semester freshman, anri
'must have been enrolled full
time at the university since at
least fall semester of 1981. Can1didates must show their ex·
perience and/or academic
achievement
in
business
management.
Application: Applications are
available in the Future business
office, phone 275-2865. Com- .
rleted applications must be
received by midnight, Fri., Oct 1.

Although he is still only in his first
year, Zeleznik has already made an
impact on UCF tennis because he is
continually trying to increase the
quality of his operation.
If there ai:e any questions about a
tryout, contact Zeleznik at 275-2256,
or contact assistant coach Ed Krass
at 275-2235.
aqm. dis mipm «r 1 free~

THE:

~1>

Cour.try/'Nestcrn
Restaurc:.:nt and· Lour.gc

-n--: !lfosic, 6 Nights A Week

; . ~;~} Starting Sun. Oct. 26 ~
MALE REVIEW

. \.

i• -.lfi'fi"!
. - ..,... ·- -· .. • Y4-:G4 rorsytn

-. FIND FAULT WITH A CHILD LONG ENOUGH AND
HE'LL FIND FAULT WITH HIMSELF. - _

ABUSED CHILDREN ARE HELPLESS. UNLESS YOU HELP. wRRE: National Committee for
"'II

. A Public Service of This Newspaper
& TheAd~ertlslng Council~

•

Prevention of Chlld Abuse,
Box 2866, Chicago, Ill. 60690

THE .G REAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS
FALL rouR TO THE

1982 WORLD'S FAIR
SEPT. 24, 25, 26 & OCT.~' 2, 3 $230/PERSON

~DUND:J Dr

5o/{o· 5

Page 15

.

l.D. Reauired ·Free £?rink With Ad•

"you've got to be there!"
*Round trip TRAILWAYS bus fare
*3 nights lodging, adjacent to 3 outlet malls
*3 buffet breakfasts, all you can eat
*2 days tickets to worlds fair
*2 days shuttle service to fair---for RESERVATIONS: 831·37:W

.

'Ill ,1

•

-

•
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THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
FRATERNITY ARE PROUD TO WELCOME THE FINEST
PLEDGES TO THE U.C.F. GREEK SYSTEM
~

Vandalism------frompage 5
ter
drinking
excessively
or
quarrelling.
"For the most part our students
Students also removed the thermostat
from
the
Commons are pretty good and I am quite
Building, leaving no method of con- pleased with the way that they have
trolling the temperature in that room. handled themselves," McCray said
He said students who are vandalizing
Still McCray says many . of the the dorms should realize that they
problems are not caused by UCF may be causing the rent to increase
students. Sometimes, students' friends for other students, since the repair
or outsiders damage the dorms af- budget will need to be increased.
dollars each.

Ready for Mt. St. Helens,
Hurricane Allen, Love Canal.

Red Cross: Ready for a new century.

....."~·~·,~·~.~~;.~:~-2::::: !!
. ,.

ALLEN SCHNIDER ·
SEAN OATES
JOHN RIDDLE
RODNEY WOLFE
BARRY GOFF
STEVEN CADY
VINCE MOONEY
TONY McARTHUR
MIKE GRANT
RANDY RIOUX
DAVID UNDERWOOD
MARK SHUMATE
TOM MOTHS
FRANK DEBOLE .
DAN ZEEGERS
VINCE TRISTAM

KEVIN RODRIGUIZ
SCOTT MILROY
DAVIDPOTAMI
HAND SIMPSON
MIKE MAYO
CRAIG NICKERSON
JIM WAGNER
KEVIN BARNHILL
MIKE DESCHANES
BOB UNDERWOOD
STERLING "SKIP" GILES
JEFF YOUNG
DWIGHT ADAMS .
KEN KOCHEY
STEVE CRUZ
DAVID DARENBAUCHUR
TOM STEWART

·
1·sts
···
Joutna t .

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR LITTLE SISTERS FOR ALL
YOUR HELP .... ·
.... WE LOVE YOU
YOU are welcome at the
First Baptist Church Of Oviedo
5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
William R. Marr, D. Min., Pastor

~~~s-!:81_
1c.

~

.

8:30 am, 11 :00 am, & 7:00 pm
College & Career Bible Study
9:45 am

Dionne
Warwick
says:
''Get your
blood into
circulation':

Call

Red Cross
now fora
blood donor
appointment./

•
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Qginion

The forum of ideas for the UCF community

United States should re-think
support of.Qegin government

,-

1
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There comes a time in every democratic nation's history
when the. populace must search their souls to freely det.ermine the motives and objectives of their government. This
soul searching defines a nation's conscience.
It is this sense of national conscience that separates and
elevates free nations above all others. This time of inward
reflection has come for the people of Israel and the United
States. We as two great nations must analyze our support
for the regime of Menachem Begin.
The events in Lebanon in recent weeks should challenge
the honor of all free men regardless of their race, nationality
or religion. The massacre of hundreds of Palestinians last
week is a disgrace not only to the people of Israel, but to
every American as well.
The fact that this atrocity occurred beneath the very
noses of the Israeli army is an indication of gross negligence
at the least or an Israeli blessing to mass murder at the extreme.
In either instance, the Begin government must be held
directly responsible for the execution of these defenseless
civilians. These were no terrorists, guerrillas or commandos
but old men, women and children.
The people of Israel and the United States have always
shared a strong bond of friendship and support. The
ingemµty and tenacity of the Israelis have provided this
country with a stable ally in a region of utter chaos.
It is for this reason that the actions of Begin's govern·
ment. particularly those of ~el Sharon, should be con··
demned by both our societies.
.
There can be no peace for Israel or for Lebanon until
Begin learns to give as well as take. It is time for Begin to
learn that the horrors of the past can never legitimize or
~xcuse the persecution of the Palestinian people or the
refusal to recognize their cause.
·
The U.S. must analyze its support of nations that do not
accept our cobcept of human rights and the dignity of all
people. As it stands today, the government of Menachem
Begin conforms to neither.

~--Letters-----------------------

Seacrist outlines police policy
organization providing a safe
Editor:
campus facility for students
Since I am a new member
to pursue their educational
of the University of Central
goals.
Florida cqmmunity and have
assumed a position requiring
int.ernaction with all com·
Nothing would please me
munity factions, I feel it is
more than to be able to
- necessary to outline my
release all newsworthy inforphilosophy regarding the
mation to the media with no
police department's policies
restrictions. However, I am
~g to release of in·
bound by both statutory and
formation to the news media.
professional restrictions in ,
fust, I would like to point
many areas. I must reserve
out that ·1 have a reputation . the right to withhold infor·
of being a very "student
mation which would adveroriented" college police ad·
sely affect an investigation
ministrator. The police depart·
and of course I must abide by
ment should be a service
all Florida sta~tory restric-
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Michael E. Griffin
Editor in chief
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I am willing to discuss any
situation involving the police
department with any member
of the media. I will be as open
and informative as I can, and
will continue to make timely
releases of information as
soon as it is available and
feasible to do so.
I am looking forward to a
prOductive future for. the entire UCF community.
· Ronald C. Seacrist
Director of Public Safety
and Police
One often ·contradicts an
opinion when it is really .only
the tone in which it has been
presented that is unsym·
pathetic.
Nietzsche

letter policy

The mail must go through
The Reagan Administration is still trying to get the
American people used to the concept of a winnable war.
A while back they made plans for posW delivery after a
nuclear attack. I guess preparedness is all right, but these
guys are going a little to far.
Caspar Weinberger wants to make a few modifications in
the Postman's Creed: Neither snow, nor rain, nor heat of
radioactive fall~ut shall stay these couriers from their~ appointed rounds.

tions.

1
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Letters to the editor must
be delivered to the Future by
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters should
not exceed 250 words and
must be signeµ with the
writer's
phone
number.
Names are withheld upon
request. All letters are subject to editing.
·

.
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Abortion no solution.to America's problems
Editor:
In the Sept. 10 letters to the
editor, Wayne Starr says that
it is hypocritical to oppose
abortion when "thousands of
people are starving right ·here
in America" and that conservatives" offer no plan to care
for ... unwanted newborns.''
Unwanted newborns? It
takes 18 months to obtain a
baby for adoption. Don't you
think that killing 10 million
unborns since 1973 might ..

· have something to do with
that?
Mr. Starr seems to feel that
America is overcrowded and
underfed. If you want to see
real poverty take a vacation
in Haiti. Even if we were in
abject misery, does that
justify
the
· wholesale
slaugl\ter of innocents?

If, Mr. Starr, you are so
concerned
about
overpopulation and lack of focxl,
then make out a will to your
fav?rite charity, go to the

nearest organ bank and
donate yourself. (~t's so much
easier to sacrifice others, isn't
it?)
The swing. to conservatism,
like any human endeavor, is
far from perfect. B~t I believe
that it is a step toward the
nation that the founders of
America had in mind. Don't
take my word for it, read
what they wrote .and decide
yourself.
Jeffery M. Payne

A gap within the generation
The day John F.Kennedy was shot most of
you hadn't been born yet.
That strange distinction probably means a
whole lot more to me than it does to you. This
puts us in different generations.
I can hardly imagine myself the elder half of
a generation gap, but here I am, at 23, attem·
pting ·to ~ommunicate to a btinch of 18-yearolds and I don't know who you are.
I don't appreciate your taste in music, I of- ·
ten don't understand what you're talking
about and I seriously question your values. I
chuckle whEµi I hear vou snout oft with all the

worldly wisdom of somebody who's never left
the state. I think of you as kids.
_
.
And I cringe at that .. .! remember being 18
and remember how I felt when I was treated
like a child. I found out very quickly that
what I knew was not very much. And after six
years I discovered that I knew nothing at all.
For this I was given a degree.
I hope your college career will be as fruitful.
-Larry Doyle, writing for the University of
Illinois Daily Illini New Student Edition.
Couriesy of the National On Campo Report.
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a - bonus this .year. The
Chrysler Pentastar Calendar,
sold in campus .bookstores,
students
to
cPaJlenges
unravel clues, hidden pictures
and text to solve five different riddles. Grand prizes
include $5,000 scholarships,
$5,000 institution grants, a
Gold Pentastar Medal and
one-year's use of a Chrysler
car.

Campus Closeup
A contemporary look at college life in A~ericc;1_

Everything You Wanted ·to
Funding snags may ham·
Know about Financial Aid
per the University of
Mississippi's 20th anniver·
but had to Wait in Line too
sary celebration of the adLong to Ask." The kit is $9.
rmss1on of its first black, for USSA members and $12
for non-members. Contact
stude~t, James Meredith.
•••
inRandom searches of foot·
Several foundations,
USSA Financial Aid Better
.eluding the state humanities
Servi~s Project, 2000-P St.
ball f~~ at Louisiana State
University earned the disapNW, Suite 300, Washington
committee, have 1[0~sed fun·
.proval of state legislators.
ding requests for the event
D.C.
They passed ·a resolution
which was to bring scholars,
law pr9fessionals and media
suggesting athletic officials
celebrities to the school.
•••
stop searching fans for illegal
Traditional police unifroms
Meredith himself hasn't con·
alcoholic beverages, unless
·firmed his attendance and sc· . can again be seen on the
there is Clear probable cause.
University of Alabama .camhool officials say there is
LSU Athletic Director Bob
reluctance to rehash events . pus at Tuscaloosa. Campus
Brodhead announced recently
that were marked by riots. police there abandoned the
the searches will be suspenlow key blazers they wore
and a lengthy court battle to
ded.
· since the 1970s, changing to
keep blacks out.
white shirts with badged and
visible hip holsters. Police of·
•••
A financial aid office
ficials say the students and
rruµiual
for
assessinent
officers approve the change
since -it should make the of·
students is now available
from the United States
ficer_s more visible.
Student
Association.
It
outlines Inethods for students
•••
to evaluate their financial aid .
The Chrysler Corporation is
office. The kit includes "A
Priiner for Participation: selling student calendars ·with ·.

ACROSS

37 Type of music
10 Regretful one
38 Doesn't eat
11 Vanderbilt and
l Movie illogul Marcus 39 The Su~flower State
Lowell
40 Part of APB, to
13 Acqu1t
5 .Heroic tale
pol ice
14 "The Lo;,d is My
9 ·S~ng syllable
4l A11-too common
12 The state of being
.excuse (2 wds . )
15 Veal undamaged
43 Short opera solo
20. Extends across
15 Pal
47 Grotto
22 Turkic tribesmen
16 Its capital · is
48 Part of the hand
23 Mr. Guinnes~
Dacca
50 Made do
24 Spanish for wo 1f
17 Nobel chemist
51 Prevents
25 Retrace (3 wds.)
18 The art of putting 52 Alte
26 Disproof ·
on plays
53 U.S . caricatu.ri .s t 28 Ends, as a·
19 Pearson and Maddox 54 Farm storage place
broadcast (2 wds.)
21 Vegas
29 Like Felix Unger
22 Drink to excess
DOWN
30 Head inventory
23 ~
.
Hiss
.
32 Hurt or cheated
26 Italian painter
1 Conservatives' foes,35 Glided
~7 Screenwriter Anita
for short '
36 Lead minerals
length
38 Coquette
2 Go 28 Devilishly sly
(ramble)
40 Take (pause)
31 Decline
3 Famous volcano
41 Finished a cake
32 Devices for
4 Moves jerkily
42 Football tr~ck
refining floµr
5 Hollywood populace 43 "Rock of - "
33 Teachers organi6 Sheriff Taylor
44 Anklebones
zation
7 "Go.lly"
45 Work with soil
34 Shore protectors
8 as an eel
46 Too
(2 wds.)
9 Size ef some
49 New Deal organi36 Machine part
want-ads (2 wds.)
zation
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.VETERANS WANTEDI >
1 i _
Put your education and prior service to use~ •• The
Navy .is currently offering immediate openings
tJ.~·
and training programs which include early
rnanagerial·and technical responsibilities.

ton souTH SEMORAN

671-4707

W1NTER PARK, FLo:RmA

32192
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.QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BS/BA degree or be
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•Factory Outlet Mall, Orlando

••~:_~. ~~~~.:_!,_:!!.-~~~is~-~-~~
· 50 c;ent Happy Hour
Seven days a week

4-7p.m .

I.

Live Rock & Ron
&NewWave
,Six ni~hts a ~eek

, within one year of graduation. Maximum age 34.
U.S. citizenship required.

Specials every night
of the week

BENEFITS: Starting salary adjusted for years of
prior service, 30 day~ paid annual vacation, .
medical, dental, increased life insurance, and excellent tax advantages. Increased dependents'
benefits and training programs included.·
-

Sun: Heineken Night
Mon: Amigo Night
Tue: Pitcner/Domestic Bottle Night
Wed: Around-the·W~rld Beer Night
Thur: Animal Night'..
Fri: lmp9rted Beer Night
Sot: T-Shirt Night

PR'oCEbUR'ES: For more information, send
resume and transcripts to:
VETS (Code 70)
397 4 Woodcock Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32207 .

:

·111: Prevention of Child Abuse

SANDWICHES SERVED 11-7
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Drunk drivers beware

Debate- from p~e

SADD chapter forming on campus

"They were truly on oppostie ends
of the continuum when it came to
social issues,'' she said.

by Katrina Kersey
Future staff

UCF may have the first college
chapter of the Students Against
Drunk Drivers organization in
Florida.
Kathleen Sellon, vice president of
the Florida c~pter of Mothers
Against Drunk Drivers Inc., said the
group hopes to encourage college
people to become interested in the
cause.
"Our. goal is to make the public
aware that it isn't just us old folks
that are against drunken driving,"
Sellon said.
MADD of Florida was organized by
Mary Wiley last year when Wiley's
daughter Alice was killed in an auto
accident involving a drunken. driver.
Sellon said the driver was released on
a technicality.
. Accordirig to Sellon, drinking and

•

driving have become an "acceptable
way of life." She said people think
that MADD is trying to "take their
fun away, '-' but their · real aim is to
"save people's lives." MADD and its
college counterpart encourage the
buddy system, where friends take
turns remaining sober to drive on
alternate outings, Selon said.
The new group's activities will center on fundraising to finance advertising, researching proposals for bills,

monitoring court sessions connected
with drunk driving charges and
The debate was part of the College
giving informational workshops to of
Business
Administration's
educate people about drunken distinguished lecture series, which
driving.
provides facultY members and
MADD meets on the third Tuesday students with exposure to "visible.
of each month at 7:30 p.m. in Room members of the academic com102 of the Orla!ldo Regional Medical munity," Joyce said.
Center at 1416 S. Orange Ave. The
student chapter meets in the same . The next presentation is_ planned
place on the fourth Tuesday of each for some time in February.
month at 7:30 p.m.

NEED EXTRA MONEY?
1OO's JOB-SITE, INC.
Full or Part Time
All Shifts & Field

SHYNESS
A NEW GROUP OFFERED

Country/Western
S0/60 's Restaur:::nt nnd Lour.ge
Tr-~:}'l'ftts ic, 6 N ighrs ;\

Werk

,: f.-·-:::.·r starting sun. oct. 26·
~ . . .,- '-'"=- ~

MALE REVIEW

~ ·3421rF&s.,,tn·
l.D. Recauired -Free Drink With Ad•

LEARN BY SHARING, EXPERIMENT,
AND OBSERVATION ABOUT:
How WE CREATE SHYNESS AND OTHER STATES

THE JOB-SITE, INC. ·
CALL & TELL US
WHAT YOU NEEDI!

KICKING THE SELF-REJECTION HABIT

425-8595 or 425-6163
7E.' Colonial Drive
Open 8-5 Mon .-Fri.,
9-1 Sat.
Studen·t Discount With Ad

for sale

SHIFTING FROM SHYNESS To CONFIDENCE

GROUP LEADER: DR. DoN WALTON
COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGIST
TIME:

OcT.11 THROUGH Nov.

Economlcal 1978 Dodge Omni automatic
factory AC, 52,000 miles, $3095. Call after 6 .
PM, 678-2189.

•

Avanti 1.8 cu. ft. fridge. Perfect for dorm
student. $75. Call 277-7932 .

help wanted

•

·•

for rent

•

273-56-10
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished $235-$260
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

REGISTRATION~ PLEASE REGISTER IN A _DVANCE AT
COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER
RM.

145 ADMIN. BLDG.

wanted
Drivable auto, less than $500. 267-9391 .

Student Rate:
50 cents per line

· personal
Tiffany: I have your Thermo book. Call me.
Terry, 267-9391.

Sperm! Sperm! Sperm!
Two "real men" needed for volunteers to
· donate their Greek seed to ensure the continuation of the active students' generation .
Let's wipe out Independents in our lifetime.
Only frat men need apply.
Contact:
Need roommates or a place to live? Call
Mutty Terwilliger
Jan at 273-0990 or 273-6528 after hours. Free
P.O.Box9
roommate and apartment finding service!
Winter Park
New opts. available within 1.1 miles of
campus from $93.75 per month per person.

roommates

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

•
serv1ces
Plano lessons In my home, lots of experien·
ce, reasonable, all ages. 273-6923.

F\)r your INSURANCE needs, call Rudy
Attend.ant wanted for handicapped ma'le Morales, your Al Wii iiams Insurance Agent
UCF student. Some nursing exp. required. atter.1ding UCF. 305-574-3790.
Possible live-In arrangements. Free room &
board as part of salary. Ph. 894-m5.
Single To Single Contacts
Meet the right people lfor you)
Small Middle Eastern dance magazine Call AAA Introductions, 299-1300 . .
needs help! Circulation surpasses staff. In
need of part-time help In areas. Advertising , Gay Community Services of Central Florida
sales & copy, graphic;s, writing, editing, offering legal and medical referral, counlayout, typing. For more information call seling, hot line with trained members &
special activities. For information call 843Aliza at 831-7475. .
2750.
New fragrance co. to Fla. No investment. No
deliveries. Earn up to 50% comm. If In- ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
terested call Karen, 830-0951after6 PM.
confidentiality guaranteed . Birth Control
Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Avenue.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422·
0606; or toll free 1-800-432-8517.

other

29, 1982

PLACE-: STUDENTA.F FAIRS CONFERENCE RooM
LIMITED REGISTRATION

eJ.ASSIFIED

Ski suit ladies, brand new, reduced price. furn . studio & one-br. apts. in Chuluota on
Day, 831-4402, even. 834-3951 or 33 1-4752· lake (10 min . from UCF). From $220/mo. (util.
Pair of gloves to go with it.
Incl.) Darl~ne, 365-81 os. ·

Natural Craft surfboard, 6 ft., twin-tall, 3 fins,
leash, $100. Cal! 282-3023 late eve.

1:00-3;00 PM MONDAYS

PHONE 275.-2811

Scuba: knives, depth gauge, two-tank Apt. for rent across from UCF. 2-bed., 1-bth.
valve, etc. Terry, 267-9391.
Avail. Im med . Ph. 275-3439.

Remington portable typewriter. Old but
works perfectly. $29. HFA 539 or 275-2839.

.

MOTIVATING YOURSELF WITH LOVE

I

Deadline:
Monday at Noon

BY THE

COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER

0

•

6

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential ser. KITIEN NEEDS HOME! Female, about 2 mon- vices.
ths old, healthy. Adopt at Apt. 15, Darwin
Central Florida Women's ·
Arms Apts. on Alafaya Troll.
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
Free - I have 3 kittens who are 8 wks. old . If
898-0921
you would like 1 or more, please call 8314058 anytime.

typists
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc . and
editing included : Reasonabte. Call Bea,
678-1386.

REMEMBER.
USE THE FREE
CHANGE OF ADDRESS KIT
A MONTH BEFORE
YOU MOVE.
U.S. Postal Service- ~

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, and typing. .All work
prepared on IBM display writers. Full-time
staff, all have college degrees. 24-hr. turnaround avail. 671-3007.
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typi~. 16 yrs.
experience at low rates. Call DAY or
EVEN INGS, 678-4360.
TYPING for ACCURACY and appearance.
Exp. In all types of work. Materials, minor .
editing Included. Close to campus. Marti,
365-6874 before 7:3b AM/after 5:30 PM.
Typing service available, 11 years experience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.
•computer word proces5ing customized
resumes, tneses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1.50/pg. Call Jackie, 678-3173.
K&J's Secretarial Service
Call us for all your secretarlal needs.
Resumes, reports, term papers our
specialty. Reasonable rates. Call 293-6835;
295-3109 .

;JJCS
. r ~oc
·/llz..
~hnic

· lndlvldual Confldentlal CouRS811ng
Gynecologists
~- . Speo~er~~rv
__lce~--2233 LEE RD. WIN'l9-PARK ::
---------~
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Im.prove your mem·ory.
. Order this memo board now-before you forget!
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